A wide class of implicit one-step methods for the construction of global approximations to solutions of initial value problems is studied. Approximations more general than piecewise polynomials can be constructed to exploit certain characteristics of the differential equation. Error bounds are given for the general class of methods but emphasis is placed on methods based on Hermite interpolation, for which higher rates of convergence are obtained for special choices of interpolation points. Computational examples are presented.
and we use the notation g(x;y) = g(x, y(x), . . . , y^m\x)). Let G(x, t) = v(x -r), 0 < t < x < b, where u is the solution of Lv = 0, u(/)(0) = 0, 0 < i < s -2, u(î_1 }(0) = 1. Then the solution y of (2.1), (2.2) satisfies (23) y(x) = Fix) + /* G{x, t)w(tyH(t;y)dt, 0<x< b, where F(x) = E^=1afcv?fc(x) is the solution of Lu = 0 subject to (2.2) . G and the <pk can be easily constructed since L has constant coefficients. Equation ( The approximate methods will consist of replacing (2.3) by a perturbed equation, also set in Ci_1 [0, b], which in turn is equivalent to an algebraic system of equations. Let {An} be a sequence of partitions of [0, b] (2.4) VO=*",o <*«..! <■ <Xn,n =b.
For convenience, we will write xn ¡ as x¡.
Let |An| = maxAxy -> 0 as n -► °°, where Ax; = x--x,x. We say that {A,,} is quasi-uniform if max|An|/Ax-<,A for some constant A. Even though the analysis will be carried out for Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5), in practice the solution yn of (2.5) can be found in a step-by-step process since for /' = 1,2, . . . ,n, (2.7) yn(x) = F" .(*) + ÍI.GÍX, t)w(t)Pn(H(;yn))(t) dt, *,_, < x < xf, where Fn .(x) = S^jO^^x) is the solution of ¿« = 0, w(,)(x;_,) -i'Jf)(x*_1), 0<i<s'-l.
In operator notation we write (2.3) and (2.5) as (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (/ _ K)y = F¡ (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (/ -AT )y = F where (2.10) (*h)(x) = /*t7(x, t)w(t)(Tu)(.t)dt, (2J *> (*"")(*) = /Ó G(*-tMt)(PnTu)(t)dt, with (Tu)(x)=H(x;u). We will assume that w G C[0, ft] and that # G C2(W), where (2 12) M= {{x'z0'zi.zm)-0<x<b, \zk-y(k\x)\<6, 0 < k < m, S > 0}
is a neighborhood of the exact solution j>.
3. Preliminaries. In order to use a variation of a Kantorovich theorem which appears in [3] , we will need the following results. and the definition of the derivatives.
The following lemmas are required to show that \\(K'(y) -K'n(y))K'n(y)\\s_x -► 0 as « -► °°, which is a basic requirement in the next section. To simplify the notation, we let ck(x) = dH(x;y)/dzk, 0 < k < m, and we will use C as a generic constant throughout. The next result is found in [8, pp. 344-345] . b"G(x, t) ,. ,.
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where C is independent of u, v and g. The hypotheses of Lemma 3.3 are immediate; and therefore, K'(y) is compact. 
where C is independent of n. Since T'OOri G C[0, ft], (ii) follows from (2.6c).
The next theorem is a collection of several results of Anselone [3, Theorem 1.6, Corollary 1.9], on which we will base the main results of this section. Theorem 3.1. Let X be a Banach space and K: X -> X be a compact linear operator such that (I -K)~l exists. Let {Kn} be a sequence of linear operators satisfying (i) K": X-+X;
(ii) \\Kng -Kg\\-+0asn^°° for each g e X;
(iii) {Kn} is collectively compact. But if \\ux\\s_x < 1, \\vx\\s_x < 1, then \\Kl(wt)uxvx\\s_x < C\\P"T"(wt)uxvx\\0n < C\\T"(wt)uxvx\\q < C, where C is independent of t, ux,vx, and n, since wf G5(y, 5) and the partial derivatives of H are uniformly bounded in the region W. Thus, \\K'"(u) -K'n(v)\\s_x < CjH« -üH^, for all «, v G 5(y, S), with C, independent of n. We also have that \\(K'(y) -K'n(y)){K'n(u) -*>))U*-i < ciWu ~ A-i for dl "> u e 2?(y, S), with C2 independent of «. Now choose TV large enough that for n > TV and
By Theorem 4.1 we conclude that for n > N, the equation (/ -Kn)y -F =0 has a unique solution yn G Ä(y, r") and the Newton iterates converge to yn. The error bounds are derived from \]y -y"\\s_x < rn < C\\R"y\\s_x, where C is independent of n. 
with G ¡it) = g{Xj_x + tAXj), and let (Png)(Xj), 0 < /' < n, be the average of the leftand right-hand limits. Then {Pn} satisfies (2.6a)-(2.6c).
Proof. The conclusion follows in a straightforward manner from the definition of Pn. For example, sup \{Png-g)(x)\= sup \{QGj -Gj)(t)\ < Cco(GJq\ á)
where Cis independent of«. Hence (2.6c) is a result of the continuity of g^ and since |A" | -*■ 0 as n ->°°. Let r¡ be a nonnegative integer, 1 < i < p, and let q = max r¡. For G G Cq [0, 1] define QXG to be the polynomial of degree <p -1 such that (Ö, G)(/)(7*) = C(0(7k), 1 < * < P. 0 < i < rk, where p = p + Sf-.r,-. We can write
where ik ¡ is a polynomial of degree < p -1 and 4")(7U) = S/u^fcu' 1 < « ^ P, 0 < v < ru. Here ôiw is the Kronecker delta. An explicit expression for lk ¡ is found in [22] . If we let 
where C is independent of G. IfGGC(q+u) [0, 1 ] for some u such that 1 < « < p -q -1, then
where C is independent of G. One verifies from this definition that for any CeC[0, 1],
and also that Q0v = v for any polynomial v of degree < p -q -1. Hence,
)(q\ However, there is a constant C independent of G and v such that \\(QxS(v -G(<?); -))(£/)ll < C||u -G(<?)||.
Therefore, ||(Ô,G -G)(q)\\ < C||(J -G(q)\\ for any polynomial u of degree <p -q-1. This inequality and Theorem 5.1 imply the conclusion of the lemma for i = q.
For 0 < i < q -1, the conclusions follow from
Finally, if q = 0, we have ||ß,G -G|| -||t> -G + ß,(w -G)\\ < C||u -C|| for any polynomial of degree < p -1, where C is independent of G and u. The rest of the proof is again an application of Theorem 5.1.
It will be useful to have error bounds as in Lemma 5.2 but for derivatives higher than q.
where C is independent of G. each fixed r, the solution of (6.1) can be found step-by-step, solving at each step yn.r+Áx) = Kp) + SI; ,G(*> *>WnOinA">yn.*iWi*. Notice that Frn ■ is known explicitly in [x-_x, x] and that dJx) can also be found explicitly if w = 1 and p¡ is a piecewise polynomial, which is usually the case. Operating with L on both sides of (6.2) and (6.3), subtracting the resulting equations and assuming that w has at most a countable number of zeros in [0, ft] we find that the b\j satisfy the linear system (6.5) b\j = Xx\Hnr{Xj_x + OAxy;y" r+,)), 0 < i < s,.
Conversely, each solution of (6.5) determines a solution of (6.2) through (6.3).
One can write (6.5) in the form *l (6.6) b\j-Zb'uiziu=wiy 0<i<sl,
where z/u = 0(\Anf~m), since dkG(x, t)/bxk has a zero of multiplicity s -1 -k at x = t; hence (6.6) has a unique solution for n sufficiently large which could be ob- 0<i<s,.
If the value ynv\+ ,(7t.-) appears on the right-hand side of (6.7), one differentiates both sides of (6.7) v times and evaluates at 7k-, obtaining a system of linear equations for these values; the size of this system is no bigger than that of (6. by its limiting values) we obtain after some simplification (6.9) XiO^i*/-, + (OAx,.)) = \ifiXj_, + QAx,.; v")), 0 < i < Sj.
Equation ( .2) and by (7.6) with i = 0, we obtain (7.6) for i = 1. In general, differentiating Rx(g) up to q times and using a uniform bound on all the partial derivatives up to order q + 1 of g in W we obtain (7.6) for 0 < i < q, since m + q < s -1. Hence (7.5) is satisfied.
By Lemma 5.4 the first term in the right-hand side of (7.4) is 0(|AJp-/). By 
for every polynomial of degree < r, where r is some integer satisfying r < p -1. To obtain the higher rates we rely on a basic idea of de Boor and Swartz [7] , modified to account for w and the fact that yn is not necessarily a piecewise polynomial. where C is independent of n and (8.3) (y" -y)u\x) = (R"y -y)«\x) + G(|A" |2p ), 0<x<ft, 0<i<s-l.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 and Theorem 3.1, (/ -K'n(y))~x exists and is uniformly bounded for n sufficiently large. By Theorem 7.1, Eq. (2.9) has a unique solution yn G B(y, rn) for n sufficiently large. We can write yn = Fn + Knyn = Fn + K^ + K'n(y)(yn -y) + E(yn), where by a form of the second Mean Value Theorem there is a constant C independent of n such that
Hence, y" = (/ -tf»)"1^ + Kny -K'n(y)y + E(y")) and so (8.5) yn -y = Rny -y + (/ -K'n(y)rxE(yn). By (7.2) and (8.4), Eq. (8.5) implies (8.6) H0" -y)~ (R"y -y)\\s_x < Q\y -yj2_x < C|A"|2p .
Rewriting (8.5) and taking the ith derivative, we have by (2.6b) and (8.6) that (yn -y)U\x) -(Rny -y)(i\x) < C\\T,(y\(yn -y) -(Rny -y))\\q + \\E(yn)\\^x <C|A"|2p> 0<x<b,0<i<s-l.
Therefore, (8.3) is satisfied. Now by (7.2) and (8. where C is independent of n.
Proof. Let TV in Theorem 7.1 be sufficiently large so that the conclusions of Turan [25] showed that if all rk are equal to some fixed even positive integer, then (8.1) is satisfied for r = p -1 by the zeros of a certain polynomial; Stroud and Stancu [24] tabulated some of these "multiple Gaussian points." Stancu and Stroud [23] showed that one can fix nx of the p points yk, assign them arbitrary multiplicities, and find the remaining p -nx points of multiplicity one to satisfy (8.1) for r = p -nx -\; they also tabulated some such points for several choices of the fixed points. Wittenbrink [28] has investigated methods which use these points, with the restriction that only the endpoints can have multiplicities larger than one. Our theory allows a more general choice of points and multiplicities, but the highest chosen multiplicity must not exceed s -\ -m. Ixaru [13] approximates the coefficients and inhomogeneous term of second order linear differential equations by step functions, then solves the resulting equation exactly; the method is of low order but it is explicit. Pruess [18] obtained methods of arbitrarily high order by replacing the coefficients and inhomogeneous term of an nth order equation by piecewise polynomials, then using Taylor series techniques to solve the resulting problem. Cooper [6] used a weight function but did not consider the global approximations.
For the remainder of this section we will assume that ak = 0,0 < k < m, w = our methods to methods already considered by several authors to deal with (2.1), ( 
2.2).
If Pn is the operator of Example 5.1 and rk = 0, 1 < k <p, then we obtain the method of collocation with piecewise polynomials [7] , [10] , [11] , [19] , [28] .
If in addition yk = (k -l)/(p -1), 1 < k < p, then we obtain for s = 1 the NewtonCotes block implicit discrete methods of Watts and Shampine [26] , some of whose global aspects were investigated by Callender [5] and Williams and de Hoog [27] ; for s = 2, we have the spline methods of Micula [17] . All of these methods are equivalent to collocation with piecewise polynomials; notice that if p is odd, Eq. (8.1) holds for r = 0 so that higher rates are obtained.
Wittenbrink [28] has considered yx = 0, y = 1, rx = r , r arbitrary, but r{ = 0 for 2 < i < p -1. We have considered arbitrary choices of yk and rk as long as max rk < s -m -1, and have obtained higher rates along the lines of [7] , even if some ak ¥= 0 or w ^ 1. Moreover, the theory presented here can also be applied if 7, = 0, yp = 1, 0 < rp -rx < 1, rp arbitrary, and 0 < r¡ < r for 2 < i < p -1 ; these conditions give rise to some A -stable methods for the numerical solution of first order problems. Details appear in [15] and will be presented elsewhere.
If Pn is derived from the operators ß2 of Example 5.2 with / = p, one has the natural spline block implicit methods of Andria, Byrne and Hill [2] for first order problems; global approximations were not considered in [2] .
Several of the projections of [28] satisfy Lemma 5.1, but we emphasize the fact that the operators ß of Section 5 are not necessarily projections.
Finally, we point out that some of the techniques presented here can be used to obtain error estimates for derivatives higher than s -1. Some such results are presented in Theorem 7.1.
10. Sample Calculations. In the following tables we present results which illustrate the rates of convergence and the improvement caused by choosing some ak #0orw^
1. All calculations were carried out on a CDC 6400 in single precision (which is approximately fourteen decimal digits). The column next to each column of errors represents the computed orders of convergence \og(.En(hx)/En(:h2)) lOgifti//!,) based on successive mesh sizes hx and h2. En is a discrete or continuous error norm, as defined in each example. All the methods are based on the operators of Example 5.1, and we used the alternate approach described in Section 6. The functions Frn ■ and dg-in (6.7) and their derivatives were found explicitly in terms of the ak and evaluated at the 7fc/-in advance (as required) to produce the linear system for the unknowns yn"l+1(7fc;). If Ax-is constant, the matrix of the system is the same from step to step. Table 1 , where E™ = sup 10 -y")(i)(x)\, i = 0, 1, and 5.22 (-2) stands for 5.22 x 10"2.
" 0<x<l
Not only is E$ smaller for the new method, but also the new method converges faster. Example 10.2. Consider y\x) = (-5 + x)y(x), 0 < x < 4, y(0) = 1.
l,r, = r2 r3=0. Ift70=0 We have used Pn with p = 3, yx = 0, y2 = 0.5, y3 and w = 1, the method is collocation with piecewise cubics. We have also taken w = 1 and a0 = -4 for the interval [0, 2], and w = 1 and a0 = -2 for the interval [2, 4] . Tables 2 and 3 Table 3 Collocation with modified Junctions For this choice of yk and rk, Eq. (8.1) is satisfied for r = 0, hence the higher rates for En. The higher rates for E^1^ are, for example, because of 0" -y)'(Xj) = P"((-5 + (-))y")(Xj) -(-5 + Xj)y(Xj) = (-5 + Xj)(y" -yXXj). with initial values chosen so that the solution is y(x) = y/xJQ(10x). Table 4 shows errors at several values of x for Ax¡ = 0.02. Here E*p = 10 _7")(,)(OI» i = 0, 1, 2. 
